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Диагностическая работа по английскому языку в 8х классах.
Фамилия, имя учащегося---Класс----ГОУ ---Чтение
Установите соответствие рубрик A-G отрывкам 1-6 , взятым из различных газет. Занесите
ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз.
В задании одна рубрика лишняя.
A. Horoscope
B. Political news
C. Biography
D. Guidebook
E. Sport news
F. Letters page
G. Fashion news
1. I have always loved your magazine but I
4. PISCES ( Feb.19-March 20 ) The meeting
especially loved your article about new diet. I
with Jupiter will bring you luck. Do not forget
did not know what to eat, I became fatter and
to call your relatives.
fatter. Your article helped me much in
choosing the right diet plan.
2. The city is full of beautiful buildings, so you 5. The President of the United States is due to
shouldn` t miss the Cathedral of St. James.
fly to Britain next week for the second time
Built in the heart of the city, its tower can be
this year. There, he will meet with the Prime
seen from a great distance.
Minister to discuss the situation in the Middle
East.
3. Born into a poor family, his life was very
6. Dorchester United` s star player Ian Hunter
hard from the start. His father was often out of is leaving the hospital. All fans met him with
his family and spent months travelling to find a bunches of flowers and wished good
new job. His mother cleaned houses, often
luckhoping to see him with his team in the
taking James with her to help.
Prime League.
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II. Прочитайте текст. После текста даны утверждения. Определите, какие из них
соответствуют тексту ( True ) , какие не соответствуют тексту ( False ) и о чём в тексте не
сказано, т.е. нельзя дать ни положительного , ни отрицательного ответа
( Not Stated ) Ответы занесите в таблицу.
THE WANDERING SHIP.
In the old days when ships crossed the seas and oceans under sails, every trip was an adventure.
In 1872 an American ship was crossing the Atlantic from New York to Portugal. It was in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean when Captain Moorhouse saw another ship. He knew the ship. It
was the “Marie Celeste” which he had seen some weeks before when it was leaving New York.
The captain of the “Marie Celeste”, Briggs, had taken his wife and his two-years-old daughter on
the trip.
Soon captain Moorhouse saw that something was wrong on the “Marie Celeste”. He sailed his
ship nearer the “ Marie Celeste”. Captain Moorhouse and his sailors could see that there was
nobody on the “Marie Celeste”. The captain and some of his men went to the ship in a boat. But
they found nobody there. Everybody had left the ship. But why had they done so? There were no

signs of a fight. Everything was in its place. Why had all the people left a good ship in the
middle of the Atlantic and disappeared? That is the question which many people have tried to
answer since that time. But nobody will know the answer. No man who had left the “Marie
Celeste” was seen again.
Captain Moorhouse and his men saw no signs of panic on the ship. Captain Brigg`s watch lay
on his table. There was a letter near it which somebody had just begun to write. The ship` s
papers had gone, but the log was here. In some of the men` s boxes there was money. The most
interesting thing was the fact that somebody had taken away a piece of planking. But why?
Some people thought that the sailors had killed the captain and his family and gone away in a
boat. But there were no signs of a fight. Other people thought that many of the sailors had been
ill and had died. Then the others left the ship and went away in a boat. But nobody knows the
true story of the “Marie Celeste”
Wandering – бродячий, скитающийся
Sign- знак, признак
To disappear- исчезать
Log – судовой журнал
Planking- обшивка корабля
1. In 1872 an American ship was crossing the Atlantic to Europe.
2. Captain Briggs saw another ship which he had never seen before.
3. The captain of the “Marie Celeste” had taken his relatives with him.
4. The ship “Marie Celeste” was from Atlanta.
5. Captain Moorhouse and his sailors saw that there was nobody on the “Marie Celeste”
6. There were some signs of fight.
7. On the table sailors saw Captain Briggs`s watch, a letter and the log.
8. Briggs had a lot of money.
9. There is an interesting fact that somebody had taken away a piece of planking.
10. Everybody knows the true story of the “Marie Celeste”
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Правильные ответы
Задание № 1 1F.2D.3C.4A.5B.6E
Задание № 2 1.T, 2F, 3T, 4 N/S, 5T, 6F,7F,8N/S,9T,10F
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